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A NOTE ON VASUBANDHU AND THE LANKAVATARASUTRA

Lambert Schmithausen, Hamburg

The present paper does not aim at a comprehensive treatment of the
complicated problem of the relation of Vasubandhu and the
Lahkävatärasütra (LAS), still less of the controversial question of
Vasubandhu's date or of whether we have to assume one Vasubandhu or
two (or even more than two). I only want to contribute to the discussion
with an observation of a minor nature. Yet, provided that my
interpretation of the facts is correct, this observation does have some bearing
not only on how we have to figure out the relation of Vasubandhu and the
LAS but also on the date of Vasubandhu.

As has already been noticed by G. Tucci and L. de La Vallée
Poussin1, the LAS contains, among others, two particularly close parallels
to Vasubandhu's Trimsikâ (Tr), viz. LAS 169,3ff - Tr 283, and
LAS 163,10ff* - Tr 205. Both passages form part of the LAS text already

G. Tucci, Notes on the Lankävatära, in: IHQ 4/1928, 551f; L. de La Vallée Poussin,
Vijnaptimätratäsiddhi, 516 (and 585). Cp. also K. Yasui, A Textual Study of the
Anityatä-Parivarta in the Lahkävatärasütra (in Jap.), in: Ötani-daigaku Kenkyü Nempö
20/1967, 68; N. Funahashi, Shoki-yuishiki-shisô no kenkyü (Tokyo: Kokushokankökai
1976), 371f (cp. also IBK 30.1/1971,3230; J- Takasaki, Ryögagyö (Tokyo: Daizöshuppan
1980) [Butten-kôza vol. 17], 57; id, Yugagyô-ha no keisei, in: Köza-Daijöbukkyö, vol. 8

(Tokyo: Shunjusha 1982), 34; id. Sources of the Lankävatära and Its Position in
Mahäyäna Buddhism, in: Indological and Buddhist Studies, Vol. in Honour of Prof. J.
W. de Jong (ed. L. A. Hercus et al, Canberra 1982), 553f.

punar api Mahämatir äha: yat punar idam uktam bhagavatä "yadä tv älambyam artham
nopalabhate jhänam, tadä vijhaptimätravyavasthänam bhavati; vijhapter grähyäbhäväd
grähakasyäpy agrahanam bhavati; tadagrahanän na pravartate jhänam vika-
IpasamSabditam",

yadä tv älambanam jhänam naivopalabhate, tadä /
sthitam vijhänamätratvefK grähyäbhäve tadagrahät //
a) Tib. mam par rigpa tsam corresponds to vijhaptimätra', as is in fact the reading

in the quotation of the verse by Advayavajra, TattvaratnävaE 19,4.

punar api Mahämatir äha: yat punar etad uktam bhagavatä "yena yena vikalpena ye ye
bhävä vikalpyante, na hi sa tesäm svabhävo bhavati; parikalpita eväsau",

yena yena vikalpena yad yad vastu vikalpyate, /
parikalpita eväsau svabhävo; na sa vidyate //
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in the earliest extant6 Chinese translation, viz. that by Gunabhadra,7
dated 443 A.D.8

In both cases, LAS introduces the phrases parallel to Tr as former
utterances of the Bhagavân, the Buddha, i.e. it virtually presents them as

quotations from another Sütra. If this way of presenting the quotation
is accepted as literally true, it would mean that there was a third source,
i.e., another Sütra, from which Vasubandhu, too, may have borrowed in
case he did not borrow from LAS. But as has already been pointed out by
G. Tucci9 and J. Takasaki10, it is equally possible that LAS draws, after
all, upon Tr, and merely pretends to quote from a Sütra because as
a Sütra LAS cannot of course quote a Sästra (as such).

Actually, a closer investigation of the two passages shows that the
alleged third source would have to be so close to Tr as to be practically
indistinguishable from it.

Firstly, the quotation at LAS 169,3ff uses the term vijhaptimätra. This
term is, to be sure, aberrant in LAS which prefers cittamätra instead;
according to Suzuki's index, vijhaptimätra does not occur in any other
place in LAS except for two passages of the Sagäthaka chapter11 which,
however, does not yet form part of Gunabhadra's version. But
vijhaptimätra is in perfect harmony with the terminology of Tr where only12 this
term is used but not cittamätra.13

Secondly, when LAS 169,3ff starts the quotation with the words yadä
tv it presupposes, by tu, that in its original source the present statement
followed upon, and contrasted with, a statement concerning the state in
which the mind still perceives something objectified. This is actually the
case in Tr, where the preceding verse, viz. Tr 27, deals with the phase in

6 According to the Chinese catalogues there was an earlier one by Dharmaksema who was
active between 412 and 433 (Takasaki, Sources... [see n. 1], 546); but there is, of course,
no way to decide whether already this translation, if it existed at all, contained the

passages under discussion.

7 T vol. 16, 501c24f and 502c8ff.

8 See LAS, Preface p. viii.
9 Op. cit. [see n. 1], 552.

10 See n. 1 (Ryögagyö and Sources).

11 Viz. X.44a and 77a. Cp. also Tucci's (op. cit. [see n. 1], 552f) remarks on vijnapti in LAS.

12 Apart from vijhänamätratva (but with v.l.: see n. 3) in Tr 28.

13 This is also true of the Vimsatikâ, with the exception of the introductory passage of the
autocommentary quoting the famous cittamätra sentence from the Dasabhümikasütra.
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which one understands that the object is nothing but mind but still
visualizes it in front of oneself.

Similarly, the quotation at LAS 163,10ff presents a definition of
Imagined Nature (parikalpita svabhâva) only, which is obviously isolated
from the context of a definition of all the three svabhävas. In Tr, the
corresponding passage forms in fact part of a definition of all of them.

What is more significant is the fact that this latter passage, though
slightly differing from the wording of Tr, has yet preserved clear traces of
the metric a 1 structure of its source: yena yena vikalpena and

parikalpita eväsau are odd sloka pädas, which moreover literally agree with
Tr 20a and 20c. This means that the source utilized by LAS was a

verse text, and, as far as its metrical structure has been preserved, one
completely identical with Tr at that. Hence, to cling to the
idea of a third source would mean that we have to postulate a third source
which, at least in the portions concerned, was practically if not entirely
identical with Tr — an assumption which would, virtually, reduce
Vasubandhu's work to plagiarism. This, however, is not very probable, still less

so because the third source does not, in spite of the LAS indication, seem
to have been a Sütra. For in this case it is not understandable why LAS
should not have quoted the verses of its source verbatim instead of
transforming most of them into prose, retaining but two odd pädas in their
original metrical form. If, however, the source from which LAS quotes
was, in reality, not a Sütra but a Sästra, then it becomes intelligible
that while quoting from that Sästra LAS blurred the metrical structure,
especially the metrically more distinct and hence "treacherous" even
pädas, in order to dissimulate the source it was actually drawing upon. [I
admit that the way I have put it may suggest deliberate fraud on the part
of the compiler(s) of LAS, but this is perhaps not the right way we have
to understand the matter. Rather, we should perhaps start from the
assumption that the compiler was convinced that what had been stated in
the Sästra verses was an excellent way of formulating an important
spiritual truth, which he could not imagine not to go back, at least in
substance, to the Buddha himself. Hence he did not hesitate to put it into
the Buddha's own mouth but still felt uneasy to have him use the very
verses of the Sästra.]

There is, however, no cogent reason why the source utilized by LAS
should not have been Tr14 but rather an entirely hypothetical Sästra, and

14 In order to prevent misunderstanding, I should like to stress that other LAS passages
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a precise duplicate of Tr at that. The only motive for assuming such a
third source is that a dependence of Gunabhadra's version of LAS on Tr
may be felt to contradict other facts or assumptions taken for granted:

Firstly, the fact that verses of LAS are quoted by Vasubandhu in his
Vyäkhyäyukti.

Secondly, the assumption of ca. 400-480 as the life-time of Vasubandhu
the Kosakära. If he is also the author of Tr,15 and if Tr is rightly believed
to be his latest work, or at least one of the latest,16 the fact that Tr has
been utilized already in the LAS version on which Gunabhadra's
translation of 443 is based excludes 400-480 as Vasubandh's life-time. This
date, however, is based upon Vasubandhu's connection with two successive

Gupta rulers called Vikramäditya and Bäläditya, and identified by
Frauwallner with Skandagupta (ca. 455-467) and Narasimhagupta (ca. 467-
473).17

One way out of these difficulties would be to doubt the sequence of
the works of Vasubandhu according to which Tr is among his last works
and rather consider her a quite early one. But in view of the intrinsic
plausibility of such a sequence18 (which is partly confirmed by self-
references)19 I for one am disinclined to reverse it as long as I am not

showing significant similarity to Tr (e.g, LAS X.870 [Tr ld-2b]; X.874b [Tr 5b]; 711bc

(read "dharmopacä") [Tr lab]; III.25c (read niScittam) + 29c [Tr 29a]) or Vimsatikâ
(X.411 and 495ab [Vs 9]) have to be judged independently in each case. But I suppose
that at least in the case of some of these parallels, especially those found in LAS X only,
priority has to be accorded to Tr and Vimsatikâ.

15 L. Schmithausen, Sautrântika-Voraussetzungen in Vimsatikâ und Trimsikâ, in: WZKSO
11/1967,109ff; cp. also E. Frauwallner, Die Phüosophie des Buddhismus (3Berlin 1969),
351. As for the criticism expressed by Amar Singh, see L. Schmithausen, Älayavijnäna
(Tokyo 1987), n. 101.

16 Cp, e.g, Frauwallner, op. cit. [see n. 15], 351; Sh. Iida and Sh. Matsumoto, Vasuban¬

dhu's Interpretation of Prafltya-samutpäda-ädi (paper prepared for the 188th Meeting
of the American Oriental Society, April 1978), 27; St. Anacker, Seven Works of Vasubandhu

(Delhi etc, 1984, 21986), 22.

17 E. Frauwallner, On the Date of the Buddhist Master of the Law Vasubandhu (Rome
1951), 25ff.

18 Schmithausen, Sautrântika-Voraussetzungen [see n. 15], esp. 134f; cp. also Älayavijnäna
[see ib.] n. 101; K. Matsuda, Vasubandhu ni okeru san-kie no kitei to sono ôyô, in:

Bukkyögaku Semina 39/1984, 96.

19 G. Muroji, Kusharon - Jôgôron - Engikyôron, in: Mikkyô Bunka 156/1986, 82 + 56 n.
3: Karmasiddhi (éd. Lamotte) § 37 refers to Vyäkhyäyukti, and the Pratïtyasamutpâdavy-
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forced to do so by unambiguous evidence or by the lack of another
solution. I rather prefer to follow St. Anacker's20 suggestion that the
kings called Vikramäditya and Bäläditya with whom Vasubandhu was
associated are to be identified not with Skandagupta
and Narasimhagupta but with Candragupta II (375-415) and his son.21 I
do not, however, insist upon equating, with Anacker, Bäläditya with
Govindagupta (who seems to have died before his father but to have been
consecrated as yuvaräja around 391) instead of Kumäragupta I who was
the son who actually succeeded his father and whom Anacker seems to
exclude because taking him as Bäläditya would extend the life-time of
Vasubandhu too much. But this is another problem, connected with the
question whether there were two Vasubandhus (viz. the brother of Asahga
on the one hand and the Kosakära on the other) or only one. This
question, however, is, to my mind, still unsolved.22 Scholars who discard

äkhyä to the Abhidharmakosa[bhäsya] (Peking blockprint chi 23b2) and to the
Karmasiddhi (ib. chi 16a5).

20 Anacker, op. cit. [see n. 16], 8ff.

21 The problem with this identification is, admittedly, that it does not meet the require¬
ment, stipulated by Frauwallner (On the Date [see n. 17], 27), that there should be
evidence that the king in question actually bore the title "Bäläditya"; it rather
rests on the assumption that "Bäläditya" was a title "used by Gupta princes in their
minority" (Anacker, op. cit. [see n. 16], 8).

22 Unfortunately, some of the more recent treatments of this question teem with arguments
based on faulty evidence. To give just one example: St. Anacker (op. cit. [see 16], 25)
blames de La Vallée Poussin for having mistranslated Yasomitra by making Sthavira-
Vasubandhu the master of Manoratha (the teacher of Vasubandhu the Kosakära),
whereas "what Yasomitra actually says is: Apara iti Sthavira-Vasubandhor äcäryo

Manorathôpâdhyâya evam äha." But this text is nothing but N. N. Law's wilful
emendation of the mss. which, as Law himself notes in the critical apparatus to his

edition (III p. 43), read Vasubandhur äcärya-Ma *, as does Wogihara's ed. (289,6) and
the Tibetan translation (slob dpon yid 'oh gi mkhan po gnas rtan dbyig grien de skad

Hence, de La Vallèe Poussin's rendering of the passage is perfectly correct. Thich
Mangiac (The Philosophy of Vasubandhu, S. Berendo St. 1990, 420 not onty defends
Law's "emendation" but even goes so far as to blame de La Vallée Pouissin for having
followed the reading of the ms, and lightly discards P'u-kuang"s support. But there are
several mss, and neither Law nor Wogihara indicate any v.l., and as mentioned before
the reading of the mss. is also supported by Tib. (cp. also M. Mejor, Vasubandhu's
Abhidharmakosa and the Commentaries Preserved in the Tanjur, Stuttgart 1991, 44 n.
191). Besides, Thich Mangiac misreproduces the reading of the mss. (printing äcäryo
instead of äcärya-), thereby creating the false impression that Law's text contains only
one emendation whereas actually there are two of them. If such an arbitrary treatment
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Frauwallner's two Vasubandhu theory may welcome the evidence
produced in this paper; but actually all it does is to force us — provided
that we exclude the "third source" and want to keep to the assumption
that Tr is one of his latest works — to place Vasubandhu the Kosakära
somewhat earlier than Frauwallner did, but not necessarily more than a
few decades (five or six, or even less).

As regards the quotation of LAS verses in the Vyäkhyäyukti,
Takasaki23 has already pointed out that these verses are not expressly
quoted asstemming from LAS. This means that at the time
when the Vyäkhyäyukti was written some materials now found in LAS
were, to be sure, already in existence, but LAS as a composition or
compilation of such materials need not have existed yet. And even if it did
exist,24 it need not yet have existed in the form presupposed by Gun-
abhadra.

The fact that LAS is quoted in the Sütrasamuccaya25 does
not seem to be a valid counter-argument to this since the evidence
adduced in support of the ascription of this text to Nägärjuna (viz.
confirmation of this ascription by Candrakîrti and Säntideva)26 is hardly
sufficient. The same holds good for the Bodhicittavivarana.27 At any rate,
undisputed evidence for the antiquity of LAS cannot be gathered from
quotations or parallels in works of disputed authenticity and date. As
regards the parallels between LAS and the doubtless authentic works of
Nägärjuna,28 the priority of LAS is open to serious doubt as long as the
opposite possibility of its drawing on Nägärjuna is not convincingly
excluded, and even if this could be achieved in some cases, it would merely
prove that some of the materials incorporated in LAS were already in
existence at Nâgârjuna's time, but not the Sütra as a whole.

of the original sources were accepted, we may just as well dispense with using them at
all.

23 Yugagyö-ha no keisei [see n. 1], 34.

24 Cp. n. 6.

25 Chr. Lindtner, Nagarjuniana (Copenhagen 1982), 176; Bhikkhu Päsädika, Nâgârjuna's
Sütrasamuccaya (Copenhagen 1989), 125; 131; 171f; 175.

26 Lindtner, op. cit, 172.

27 Ibid, 181. Lindtner's view has been rejected in detail by C. Dragonetti in: WZKS
30/1986, 115ff.

28 Lindtner, op. cit, 122 n. 149. Cp. also Bhikkhu Päsädika in: The Tibet Journal
13.1/1988, 6.
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